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The interrelatedness of all life was given 
fur-oner expression through the theory of evolution put 
forth by Darwin and Wallace in 185S. It is in the 
operation of evolution that we encounter the principle 
of genetic continuity enriched by variation, for only 
when heritable diversity exists is evolution possible. 
i-. fundamental feature of life, therefore, is that it 
reproduces to conserve the species and changes uo 
produce diversity. Because the cell is the fundamental 
unit of structure, these two vital features must have a 
cellular basis.

Darwin in his theory of evolution emphasized 
two major aspects - one the natural selection and 
another the change or the mutation. When De Vries 
postulated the mutation theory working on Cenothera 
lamarkiana greater emphasis was given to this concept 
and Darwin's concept of organic evolution and De Vries 
mutation theory became the classical aspect of biology. 
When Mendel * s work was rediscovered in the year 1900, 
the concept of genetics and heridity slowly changed the 
trend of thinking of plant scientists.

The idea of genetic basis of crop improvement 
and selection in the natural variants was adopted by the 
plant breeders where mutation occupied a central place
for the increased genetic variability could only
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fs3.cilita.te better selection. i->y 19 Gi, darrod, tnrougn 
hi3 study of rruinan uisease, took the first soap towards 
an understanding of the biochemistry of inherited 
variation and interrelations of chromosomes and chemical 
reactions. Muller (1928) first demonstrated that 
radiation can deuouble the natural rate of mutation.
When there was no wider genetic variability in the crop 
plants, it was thought of increasing the rate of 
mutation to widen the genetic variability by tns help 
of radiations.

Induced mutations are an important ana often a 
unicue approach no plant breeding has been shown in 
unmber of crop plants. They are capable of conferring 
specific improvements to varieties -without otherwise 
significancly affecting their performance ana the time 
required for such specific improvement is shorter than 
if only hybridization were used. They represent the 
only possible method of creating a character wnich is 
not found in the natural population and are often tne 
easiest and quickest method if the desireu character 
is part of an undersirable genotype. They offer a 
method of breaking tight linkages, producing translocations 
for gene transfer and are an invaluable tool for 
genetical ana cytological studies.
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Ini^O s work by biochemical geneticists 

demonstrated clearly that genes are nothing but uto.

As we know, DMA is a key molecule of hereditary v. L 

uniqueness. As befits its role, it is the only 

permanently conserved molecular species in the chromosome, 

the protein and RfA. of the chromosome are transit ary.

Based on this fact it was extrapolated to understand the 

gene mutation which is nothing bjit the change in the 

DHA molecule. It was during the same period Beadle and 

Tatum (1942) could equxuyocally demonstrated that genes 

control .manifestation of characters by modulating the 

protein or more precisely enzyme. In other words, when 

the organism inherits particular idioplasm, it inherits 

the entire enzymatic machinary, which ultimately be 

responsible for manifestation of characters. For inorder 

to bring about the modifications in phenotype the 

change in the gene has to be induced.

Ionizing radiation is known to induce changes in 

the structure of gene by creating unsaturated radicles 

in the system. In 1927, Puller demonstrated that the 

mutation rate of Drosophila melanogaster could be 

markedly increased by treating the flies with X-rays.

Tnis was confirmed by Stabler (19 id) in Barley. Such 

type of effect could also be brought by certain highly 

un sati irated chemicals was first demonstraten by 

Oeiilkers (1943).



Since then large number oi mutagenic chemicals 
were discovered and synthesised, and their mcchonicm of 
action has been well illustrated, in the recent yeo.ro 
therefore the exploitation of both high energy 
radiations as nail as the chemical mutaga-ne are used 
to Increase the genetic variability in cron plants.
Remarkable achivamenus in chis direction -ins been 
attained in the plant breeding programs.

ns early as in 1905 Gager stuaied rh.; physiological
effect of nigh energy radiation in plants, dance then
voluminous work on the effect of high energy radiations
and chemical mutagens on various crop plants have been
studied, in the present investigation a modect attempt
has been made to know the effect of incroasin.j
concentraction of and increasing dose of Y-radiation
on the germination, survivability, rate of growth,

*

morphological pecularities, photo synthetic leaf area, 
chlorophyll, nitrogen content etc. in Crotalari a juricea Linn.


